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For the attention of: Chris White, MRTPI -         Case Manager
Major Applications and Plans
 
Dear Mr White
 
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc Consent Order – Richborough Connection
SS42 and 44
 
Following the preliminary meeting held on 8th June, we would like to notify you of the
following:
 
We request an OFH specifically focussed on the impact of the proposed development on
Broad Oak, with as many local residents as wish to attend and speak to be heard.
 
We would like to be attend any ASI taking place in Broad Oak and suggest that as a
minimum there are three – 1 for Broad Oak generally, 1 specifically for the proposed
reservoir scheme and 1 covering ourselves & Kemberland Wood.   
 
We suggest that any ASI in Broad Oak include visits to ourselves at Foxhill Stables  and
Kemberland Wood, to observe the impact of the proposed pylons and overhead lines in
these areas.  We also believe that The Broad Oak Preservation Society are aware of
other areas which it would be advantageous to visit.  Any access to Foxhill Stables will
need to be escorted due to security for both the horses and the attendees which can be
arranged quickly and easily on our side (please note if it has been raining wearing
wellington boots would be necessary).  The ASI should also observe the level and speed
of the traffic using the Herne Bay Road in order to appreciate our concerns regarding
road safety during the construction process should the scheme go ahead.  We also
suggest that due consideration be given to the history of accidents on this very
dangerous stretch of road.
 
We would like to attend the ISH on the Broad Oak reservoir proposal as we are also
affected by this proposed scheme and suggest that this further bolsters our suggestion
to visit our site.  We assume that SEW would take the lead in respect of this issue,
however we would like to reserve the right to speak in the ASI on any item relating to us
which SEW does not cover during their representations.  SEW’s primary consideration is
to preserve the reservoir scheme whereas we have to consider the impact of both
schemes on ourselves should they both ultimately go ahead and therefore they may not
cover all items we wish to cover.
 
 



We believe that there should be an OFH/ISH regarding potential alternatives to the
Richborough Connection scheme.
 
We would like to attend the ISH on the DCO itself.
 
We intend to submit Written Representations regarding the following:-
 
The consultation process
Alternatives to the applicants proposals
The general impact of the proposed development on Foxhill House
The general impact of the proposed development on Foxhill stables
The applicant's proposals regarding construction traffic and the dangers of the Herne Bay
Road in particular
Environmental and visual impacts/concerns and how these could be mitigated by the
alternative schemes

Kind regards
 
 
Mike Bullen




